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1. Introduction
Let G be a finite /?-solvable group with a Sylow /7-subgroup of order pa, k
an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, kG the group algebra of G over
k, t(G) the nilpotency index of the radical J(kG) of kG and l(M) the Loewy length
of (right) fcG-modules M.
S. Koshitani [4] and D.A.R. Wallace [14] proved that a(p -1) + 1 < t(G) <pa. Y.
Tsushima [12] proved that the second equality t{G)=pa holds if and only if a
Sylow /7-subgroup of G is cyclic. Here we shall study the structure of G with
t(G) = a(p-l)+l. If G has /7-length 1, then by K. Motose and Y. Ninomiya [9]
t(G) = a(p —1)+1 if and only if a Sylow p-subgroup of G is elementary
abelian. Therefore we shall be interested in the structure of G of /7-length 2 with
t(G) = a(p—1)+1. As such examples, we know the followings.
Let F=GF\pn) be a finite field of pn elements for some integer n with p\n, λ a
generater of the multiplicative group F* of F, v = λpn/p~ί and V be the additive
group of F. Let T(pn) be the set of semilinear transformations on V of the form
v\-+aυσ, α e F * , σ a field automorphism of F (see [11, p.229]). Then we can
consider semidirect product VX\ Ί\pn) of V by Π^"). Let Γ 0 = {ι;-^ αι?σ| αe<v>,
σeGal(F/GF(pnlp))}ς:T(pn). Then we define APtttiP=VXiT0 ^ VX\T{pn) (see
[3]). A Sylow /7-subgrouρ of v4p w p is of order pn+1. In [7] K. Motose proved
Now, following K. Motose and Y. Ninomiya [8] we call G /?-radical if
J(kG) ^ (kP)kG, where P is a Sylow /7-subgroup of G. Then Apnp is /7-radical
(see [13]). So we consider the structure of/7-radical group G with t(G) = α(p— 1)+1.
In [3] we proved that such groups G satisfy G = 0pp> pp{G). In this paper, we
shall prove the following result.
Theorem. For α p-rαdicαl group G the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) t{G) = a(p-\)+\.
(2) l(PG(k)) = a(p — 1)+1, where PG(k) is the projective cover of the l-dimentional
trivial kG-module kG.
(3) The following conditions hold.
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(i) OP(G) = NXIH for some elementary abelian p-group N and a (p-radical)
group H, where Op (G) is the minimal normal subgroup of G of index prime to p.
(ii) H=MXP, where M is a p'-group and P is an elementary abelian p-group.
(iii) P c
 MCH(x) for all xeN.
(4) The following conditions hold.
(i) OP(G/ Op(G)) = G0xN0, where No is an elementary abelian p-group and
G
o
 is isomorphic to a normal subgroup ofTY{Apn.p withp-power index for some n?s.
(ii) Op.p(Gί) = 0p(G)x0p(Gι), where Gγ is an inverse image of Go in G.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we shall prepare some lemmas and propositions which will be
used to show the theorem.
Throughout this section, except in the last four lemmas we shall treat a group
G of the form G = Nx\H, a semidirect product of a /7-group N by a group
H. Under the conjugation action, kN can be viewed as a ^//-module.
Clearly J(kN)1 is a fc//-submodule of kN for all integer />0. We put
grkN:= ®J(kN)ι/J(kN)ι+\
ι>o
where J(kN)° means kN.
Lemma 1.1. Assume N=N
ί
xN2. Then the map J{kNι)®J{kN2)\-*J{kN)
{a®b\->ab) induces a k-isomorphism
® J{kN
γ
)hIJ{kN
γ
)h + *® k J(kN 2 ) h /J(kN 2 ) h + ί ~J(kN) ι /J(kN) ι + ί .
h + h=ι
This isomorphism is a kH-isomorphism if each Nt is H-invariant.
Proof. For simplicity, put J:=J{kN), J
γ
\=J(kN
γ
) and J2:=J(kN2). Notice
that the canonical map J
ι
®kJ2-*J (a®b\-^ab) induces an epimorphism
0 J['/J[^l®kJl22IJl22+l->JlIJl+\
h + h = ι
Since Σ Σ dim^i1/J[ί + 1®kJι22/Jι22+i) = dimkkN= Σ dimkJι/Jι+\ the above
/>0 h+l2 = l l>0
map must be an isomorphism. From the construction, the last statement is clear.
Lemma 1.2. Let H= <s> be a cyclic group of order p and N— <x t> x x <jcp>
be an elementary aberian p-group of rank p. Assume that the action of H on N is
given by xSi=xi + 1 ( !</</? —1) and xsp = xv Then,
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J{kN)1 /J{kN)ι+i ~\
IKH® (aprojective kH-module) if 1=0 (mod/7)
for 0 </</?(/?-1).
In particular, grkN~pkH® {a projective kH-module)
Proof. For simplicity, put J:=J(kN). By the assumption on N and Lemma
1.1, we have a ^-isomorphism Jι/Jι+ί~ © k(x
ί
- I)'1® •••®(xp-l)lp. We
shall examine the action of H on Jι /Jι+1.
Let «(/!,...,/,) be element in Jι/Jι+ί which corresponds to (jct — I)'1® •• ®
(* p - l) '* . Then { α ( / l , . . f ί p ) ; / 1 + - + / p = /} forms a fc-basis oϊ Jι/Jι+1. (α ( / l,.., ί p )) s
= α(/P,/i, ,/p-i)» s o ^ Permutes the above λ>basis and we see that α^,...,/ > is stabilized
by ^ if and only if l
ί
=l2= -=lp( = l/p). Thus the assertion follows.
Lemma 1.3. Let N be an elementary abelian p-group and H be an abelian
p'-group with CH(N)=1. Then there exists an element xeN such that CH(x)=\.
Proof. If H acts on N irreducibly, then H is cyclic and CH{x) = 1 for all 1 φ x e N.
Since H is a /?'-group, we have a decomposition where N=N
ί
xN2, where
Nt is //-irreducible and N2 is //-invariant. Assume N2φ\ and we shall use
induction on \N\.
Since H/ CH{NX) acts on N1 irreducibly and faithfuly, there exists xίeN1 such
that CH(xί)=CH(Nί). Since the action of C^N^ on N2 is faithful, there exists
x2£N2 such that CH(x2)nCH(Nί)= 1 by induction. For x = xίx2eN, CH(x)=l as
desired.
Proposition 1.4. Let H=M><3(sy be a Frobenius group with p'-group M and
\s\=p. Assume N is an elementary abelian p-group. If grkN is a semisimple
kH-module, then seMCH(x) for all xeN.
Proof. Let n be the number of M-conjugacy classes on TV. We shall show
\CN(s)\ = n. First we shall prove that grkN~n(kH)® (a projective kH-modu\c).
Since kM is semisimple, we have InvM(grkN) ~ InvM(kN) and dimklnvM(kN) = n. As
M<\H, InvM(grkN) is a &//-submodule of grkN and is semisimple. Thus,
InvM(grkN) = InvH(grkN). H is Frobenius and/7-nilpotent, so its simple modules
are trivial or projective ones. Hence we have grkN~ InvH(grkN)@ (a projective
kH-moάu\e)~n(kH)® (a projective kH-modu\έ) as desired.
Secondly, we shall give another decomposition of grkN. Notice that
N=[N,M] x CN(M) and put N0:=CN(M). By Lemma 1.1, grkN0 is a semisimple
^//-module and therefore has a trivial <,s>-action. So, grkN0 = \N0\(k<s>) as
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&<»-modules. Furthermore, t(N0(s» = t(N0) + t((s))- 1 by Theorem 2.7 of [6].
Hence N0(s} is elementary abelian, and so <5 > centralizes No.
Assume that [Λr,M] = l. Then N=N
θ9 and so grkN=\N\(k<s>) as k<s>-
modules. Hence n = \N\ = \CN(s)\.
Next assume that [N,M~\Φ\. Since H acts on [Λf,Λ/] by conjugation, we
can regard [N,Λf] as an //-module. Every //-constituent of [N,M~\ doesn't contain
M in its kernel, and so is projective by the assumption on //. Hence [AT,M] is
a projective //-module. Hence we have an <£>-invariant decomposition [iV,M]
= N{i) x x N{m\ where each N{i) has the same expression as that of "iV in Lemma
1.2". So, by Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2, grk[N,M~\~pm(k<s^)® (a projective
A:<
ι
y>-module) as fc<,y>-modules. Therefore, by Lemma 1.1, we have grkN
—pm\N0\(k<s>)® (a projective k(s}-module) as &<s>-modules.
The above two decompositions of grkN imply n=pm\N0\. Notice that
pm\N0\ = \CN(s)\ since \CNa)(s)\=p for all i. Consequently we have \CN(s)\ = n.
Now, two distinct elements of CN(s) are not M-conjugate each other: otherwise
they are CM(^)-conjugate but this does not happen since CM(s) = 1. Therefore CN(s)
is a set of representive of M-conjugacy classes of TV as \CN(s)\ — n and we get the result.
Proposition 1.5. Let //, M and s be as in Proposition 1.4. If N is elementary
abelian and seMCH(x) for all xeN, then M/ CM(N) is abelian.
Proof. We imitate the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [15] and shall use induction
on \H\. We may assume that CM(N) = \. And we may also assume that/? is odd
as H is a Frobenius group. Notice that M is nilpotent.
Step 1. N and NM are irreducible.
Proof. Let N
o
 be an irreducible M-submodule of iV and ΛΓ0 = <x
M>. Then
by our assumption Λf0 = <JC
H> and is //-invariant. This implies that N is completely
reducible as an //-module and the result follows by induction.
Step 2. N
κ
 is homogeneous for all K<]H.
Proof. Suppose not and choose K<\H maximal such that N
κ
 is not
homogeneous. Let N
κ
 = N
x
x -- xNb where TV^ 's are the homogeneous components
of N
κ
. By Step 1 K £ M as H is Frobenius. Let L<\H with \φLjK<^ Z{M / K).
By the maximality of K, NL is homogeneous and therefore L acts on Nt
transitively. In particular, H=NH(Nί)L. Thus N^N^H as K^NM{NX)
and L/K^Z(M/K). N is not a homogeneous NM(7V\)-module since
can not act on {N,} transitively and NM(Nί) = K by the maximality of
K. So L = M and NM(N^ = K for all /. We may assume that seN^N^. We
claim that NH(Nι)nNH(N2) = K. Suppose NH(N1) = NH(N2). Then seNH{N2). On
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the other hand, N2=N
t
 for some t in M\K and therfore s,έ~xENH(NX). SO
[s,t']eNH(Nί)r\M=K and this contradicts to the hypothesis that H is
Frobenius. Now take \ΦxeN
γ
 and \φyeN2. For h e CH{xy\ h2e CH(x) n CH(y)
as h permutes {7VJ and xh = x, yh=y or Λ:Λ=>>, / = x. Thus Λ26iVH(ΛΓ1)
nNH(N2) = K^M. Because we are assuming that p is odd, heM and CH(xy) ^ M.
This contradicts to our assumption and Step 2 follows.
Step 3. IfA<\H is abelian, then A ^ Z{M). Furthermore, Z(M) is cyclic.
Proof. By Step 2 A is cyclic. Thus Aut A is abelian and M ^ CH(Λ) as //
is a Frobenius group with kernel M.
Step 4. (Conclusion) M=Z(M).
Proof. Notice that the prime factors of \M\ and |Z(M)| coincide as M is
nilpotent. Suppose MΦZ(M) and let A/Z(M) be a chief factor of H in
Z(M/Z(M)). Then A/Z(M) is an elementary abelian #-group for some prime
#• /Hίtf—1) since <s> acts on Z(M) regularly and q\\Z(M)\. Hence GF\q) is a
splitting field for <£>. Thus an <4y)-invariant minimal subgroup of A/Z(M) is of
order q and it is M-invariant as A / Z(M) ^ Z{M/Z(M)). Thus \A/Z{M)\ = q and
A is abelian. By Step 3 this is a contradiction.
We close this section with the following four lemmas.
Lemma 1.6. Let P be an abelian group and P act on a group M with
(|P|,|Af|)=l. If[M,x] is abelian for all xeP, then [M,P] is abelian.
Proof. It suffices to show that M0:=[M,x][M,j>] is abelian for all
x,yeP. Notice that Λ/0 = [Λf,<x><j>] as P is abelian. [M,j] is an <x>-invariant
normal subgroup of M
o
. Let M 0 = M/[Mj/], then M 0 = [M,x] = [M0,x]. Since
M
o
 is abelian, C^
o
(x)=l. This implies CMo(x) ^ \_M,y]. Similarly, we can show
CMo(x) £ [M,*j/]. ° Hence, CMo{x) c [M,j]On[M,xj]. Since Λ/0 = [M,y][M,xy]
and [M,7],[M,xj] are abelian, CMO(JC) C Z ( M O ) . Therefore, Mo = CMO(JC)[M0,X]
is abelian.
Lemma 1.7. Lei M be a p'-group, P a p-group and H=M>^P a semidirect
product of M by P. If H is p-radical, then J(kH) = ΣQ^PJ(kQ)l^ί^]kHi where
^Q] is the sum of all elements of \_M,Q~] in kH.
Moreover, if P is abelian, then J{kH)n = ΈQ^PJ{kQ)n\β^Q\kH for all neN.
Proof. If P is abelian, then for a subgroup Q of P. [λfΛΪ]eZ(kH) and
IM,Q]Q<H. Thus for Q,R^ ί ^ ^ t
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for all λ,μeN. So it suffices to show the first statement.
(2) Let Q be any subgroup of P. Since (1 -x)[M^Q] = \MJ£\(\ -x) for all
i G β and β is a />-group, J{kQ)\ίί^]^ J(klM,Q]Q). Now J{k{_M,Q\Q)kH
<Ξ J(kH) as [M,β]ρ<]<//. Thus J(kH) => ΣQSJJ(Jfc0[ίί3)]JfcJf.
(^) Let Σj
= 1 e f =l be a decomposition of 1 into the orthogonal sum of
primitive idempotents of kM, Tt denote the inertial group of e/cM in H and Qi
be a Sylow /7-subgroup of T{ in P. So Qt is a defect group of the unique block
of kTt which covers etkM. Clifford's theorem says that J(kH) = Σ\=ι(eikH)J(kH)
= Σ[
=
 γβ^kT^kH as His/7-nilpotent. Now T( = M>4Q( is/7-radical and/7-nilpotent
as H is /7-radical and /7-nilpotent. Thus, [M,βJ ^ Ker(effcM) by [13, Lemma 7]
and f
ί
:=Γ / /[M,ρ j~ρ ί xC M (&) by [13, Theorem 2]. Then J
Therefore, eiJ(kTί)kH=el^^J(kTi)kH=elM^i']J(kQi)kH c
so ^
Let J^o b e Λe family of all finite group G such that l(PG(k)) = a(p- 1)+ 1,
where /?α is the order of a Sylow /7-subgroup of G.
Lemma 1.8. Let G be a p-solvable group and N<\G. If Ge«f0, then G/N,
Proof. Let pa, pb be the orders of Sylow ^-subgroups of G and N,
respectively. By [15, Corollary 3.6] and [6, Lemma 1.1], b(p—1)+1
+ ( α - 6 X p - l ) + l - l < l(PN(k)) + l(PG(N(k))-l < l(PG(k)) = a(p-\) + L Hence
and l(PN(k)) = b(p-l)+l and so G/N,
Lemma 1.9. Let G be ap-group with G e ^ 0 . Then G is elementary abelian.
Proof. Since PG(k) = kG, G is elementary abelian by [9, Theorem 1].
3. Proof of theorem
In this section we shall prove the theorem stated in the introduction. By
[15, Corollary 3.6], the condition (1) implies the condition (2) in the theorem. Now
we shall prove the condition (2) implies (3).
In the proof of [3, Theorem 3], if we reset J% instead of 2F and reset Lemma
1.8 (respectively, Lemma 1.8, 1.9) instead of Lemma 2.6, 2.7(respectively, Theorem
3.1 of [14]), then we have the following result.
If G is a /7-radical group with G/ Op{G) e J % > t h e n G = OPiP,yPiP{G). Therefore,
if l{PG{k)) = a(p-\)+\ and G is a /7-radical group with OP'(G) = G, then
G=OpPfP(G). Let M be a Hall /-subgroup of G and let H=NG(M). By the
Frattini argument, G=Op(G)H. By [13, Theorem 2], [Op(G),M]nCO p ( G )(M)= 1.
Since COp(G)(M)=Op(G)nH, G=\_Op{G\M~\XH. Let P be a Sylow /?-subgroup
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of H and let N=[OP(G),M]. By Lemma 1.8, 1.9, G has the following
form.
(*) G = N><IH and H=MX]P, where N and P are elementary abelian /7-groups,
M i s a ;?'-group and H is /^-radical with [M,P~] = M.
Theorem A. In the above notations if l(PG(k)) = a(p—l)+l, then P c MCH{x)
for all xeN.
Proof. grkN is semisimple as a £i/-module by [6, Lemma 1.4]. For XφseP,
[M,5]<s> is a normal subgroup of H and Frobenius by [13, Theorerm 2]. As
[Λf,5]<^><//, grA N is also semisimple as a A:([M,5i]<Λi»-module. Thus seMCn{x)
for all x e N by Proposition 1.4. Hence J e CH(x)M and P c CH(x)M, s o P g M Q / M
Next we consider the condition (3) and (4) in the theorem.
Theorem B. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) G satisfies (*) and P c
 MCH(x) /or α// xeN.
(2) 77*e following conditions hold.
(i) G w p-radical with OP'(G) = G.
(ii) G/Op(G) is a direct product of an elementary abelian p-group and Go,
which is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of G containing OP(G), where
G~Λpnupx- xAp^pforsomenίi'inmandOp,JGί) = Op,(G)xOp(G1), where Gγ is
the inverse image of G
o
 in G.
Proof. First we prove that the condition (1) implies (2). Assume that the
condition (1) is sastisfied. Then G is /7-radical and OP(G) = G. CP(M) is a direct
factor of G and therefore we may assume C P (M)=1. Then Op(G) = CM(N),
Op(G) = N. We shall prove that the condition (2)(ii) is satisfied for G in the
following steps.
Step 1. We may assume CM(N)=1.
Proof. If Op(G) = CM{N) φ 1, then by using induction on \G\ for G:=G/ Op{G\
G=G
o
xN
o
, where G
o
 is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of Π ^ ^ ^ p containing
Op{Y\iΛpn.p) for some n s and No is an elementary abelian /7-group. Let Gi be
the inverse image of G
o
 in G. So, Op,p(Gί) = Op(G)Pί for some /7-group Pv In
the definition of Ap^p, [K,v] = V. Hence [Pl9M]=Pu so Pγ <= Op.(G)\_Pl9M~\. On
the other hand, [ Λ , M ] c MTV, so P
ί
 c MTV and Pi <= TV. Therefore, Op^ίGi)
= 0p(G)x0p(G1), so we may assume CM(AO=1.
Step 2. For 0«j> Q c p, Λ/^><l([M,β]x]0 ΐs normal in G and satisfies the
condition (1).
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Proof. As H is /^-radical and /7-nilpotent, [M,<2](Xg is so and [ [M,g] ,g ]
= [M,β] . For all xeN, P <=
 MCH{x). So Q c [M,Q]CH(x) as M=CM{Q)\_M,Q\.
Step 3. M is abelian.
Proof. Let 1 / s e P and consider the subgroup N\χ(\_M,s]\X{sy). This
satisfies the condition (1) by Step 2 and [M,s~]ΐ><(sy is Frobenius by [13, Theorem
2]. Thus [_M,s] is abelian by Proposition 1.5 and the result follows from Lemma 1.6.
Step 4. The following conditions hold.
(1) An M-invariant subgroup of N is H-invariant.
(2) Suppose N=N
ί
 x 7V2, where Nt are M-invariant. Then M= C^N^ x CM(N2).
Proof. Let N
o
 ^ N be M-invariant. To show that N
o
 is //-invariant we
may assume that N
o
 is M-irreducible as M is a /?'-group. Then
 J/V0 = <JC
M> for
some xeN0. By our assumption P £ Λ/Q/M a n d therefore N0 = ζxH} is
//-invariant. Thus (1) follows. Suppose N=N
ί
xN2 for M-invariant subgroups
Nt. By Lemma 1.3 CM{N^ = CM{x^ for some X eΛ^. Because A^ are M-invariant
we may take xt with P ^ CH(x,). Let aeM and apply our assumption on
x\x2. There exists an element beM such that P
b
 c CH(jc"jc2) = CH(;c1)nnC f /(x2),
here we used the fact that Λf are //-invariant. Thus Pb = P° for some element
ceC M (x 2 ) = CM(W2). Therefore &C- 1 G7V M (P) = C M ( / 5 ) . By [13, Theorem 2] CM(P)
= 1 and it follows that b = ceCM(N2). We also have that pb = pac' for some
c'GCM(jc1)α = CM(Λ^1)α = CM(Λ^1) and ba~ιeCM{Nx) by the similar argument in the
above. Thus a = (ab~ί)beCM{Nί)CM(N2) and the result follows.
Step 5. We may assume C N (M)=1.
Proof. For all xeCN{M\ P c CH(x). Thus Q ( M ) <= z(G) and G = Q
Let N=N
ί
x x jV
m
, where Λ '^s are M-irreducible and put Mi := CM(ΠjΦiNj).
Step 6. M = M ! X x M
m
 α«rf Λ^!XM = (Λ^ 1txM 1)x ••• x(NjxMm) and
M?s are P-invariant.
Proof. Since M = CM(7V2) x M 2 by Step 4, C A ^ ) = M 2 X CM{Nί x Λ 2^). Hence
M=M
ί
xM2x CM{Nγ x N2). Similarly we have CM(Nί x N2) = M 3 x CN{N1 x N2
x N3), and hence M = M1 x M 2 x M 3 x CM(NX xN2x N3). By the similar argument,
M=M
ι
x xM
m
 since
Step 7. NiXMf / CpiNJ-Ap^p for some «,.
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Proof. Ni is M
r
irreducible and therefore Mf is cyclic as M{ is abelian. Also
[M
ί5P] = Λfί and P ^ MiCMiP(x) for all xENt. Thus [11, Proposition 19.8] implies
Ap^p for some nt. (see [2, Theorem])
Step 8. (Conclusion)
Proof. Nf><H/ CH(Nt) ~ NjXMiP / CP(ΛQ, TV^P is isomorphic to a subgroup
of UiNiXH/CfjiNi) containing U^iϊxMfijjiN^ICH{N) = niNilxMi by Step
7. Now the result follows from Step 7.
The group Apnp satisfies (*) and the condition (1) in Theorem B. Thus it
follows easily that the condition (2) implies (1) and Theorem B is proved.
By Theorem B the conditions (3) and (4) in our main theorem are
equivalent. Theorem C in the following says that the condition (3)(and (4)) implies
(1). Let & be the family of all finite group G such that f(G) = α ( p - l ) + l , where
pa is the order of a Sylow /?-subgorup of G.
Theorem C. If G satisfies the condition (3) in the theorem, then GeJ*.
Proof. Put |JV| :=pb9 \p\ :=pc and a = b + c. It suffices to show t(G) <a(p-l)+l
by [4] and [14]. Notice that N,
Step 1. We may assume CM(N) = 1.
Proof. Let M
o
 denote CM(N% B be a block of kG and b a block of kM0
covered by B. Then b has the unique irreducible character, say φ and let Q be a
Sylow /^-subgroup of /H(φ). Notice that Q is a defect group of the block of IΉ(φ\
which covers b. It suffices to prove that t(B)<a(p— l)-f 1 as t(G)= max t(B).
BeBlp(G)
Now, [M,β]nMo = [A/o,β]([M,β]nCMo(β)) = [Aro,β] <= Kerφ by [13, Lemma 7
and Theorem 2]. In particular, [M 0,β]<//, and so [M 0 ,β]<G. Therefore, we
may assume [MO,Q] = 1 since φ is regarded as an irreducible character of
k{M0/\_M0,Q~\) and B can be considered as a block of &(G/[M0,g]). In this case
[[M,<2],MO] = 1, so /tf(<p)t>([M,ρ]M0Cxρ) as /*(<?) 2 [Λ/,β]β. Therefore, TV|><([M,β]M
o
i χ0 is normal in IG(φ) = NϊXlH(φ) and of /?'-index. Now let B
denote the Fong correspondent of B w.r.t. (G, IG{φ)\ i.e., £ is the unique block of
k(IG(φ)) such that BG = B. Then it suffices to show IG{φ)e& as t(B) = t(b) (see [5]).
Now /G(φ) 6 , f o ATCx[M, Q]M0Qe^o NXξM, Q] Q) e ^ , since #!><[M, 0]MO<2
= (J/V[X[M,2]0xMo. N\χ[M,Q~\Q satisfies the assumption in Theorem C (see
Step 2 in the proof of Theorem B) and C[MQ](N)=\. So we may assume
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Step 2. We may assume CN(M)=\.
Proof. Since 7V=[7V,M] x CN(M) the assumption in Theorem C implies that
G = p,M]x3//)xCjv(M) (see Step 5 in the proof of Theorem B). Then
t(G) = ί([W,M]χ//) + t(CN(M)) -1. Therefore, we may assume CN{M) = 1.
Step 3. J(kH)λJ(kNγj(kHγ c Σμi +μ2=μJ(kNfιJ(kH)λ+flJ(kNy2.
Proof. We may use the same notations as in Step 6 in the proof of Theorem
B. So, by Theorem B for all Q c p and all i, lMhQ] = lMi ύ
Therefore, [A/,β] = ΠΓ=1[Λ/i,β]= Π Mt.
F o r s u b g r o u p s Q, R o f P9 s e t πQ = {i\Qφ CP(Nt)} a n d πR = { i \ R φ CP(Ni)}. L e t
N=NQxNoxNR be a decomposition of TV, where 7VQ= Π Ni? Λ^o= Π Nt and
NR= Π iV,
Then [M,β]β (resp. [M,i?]Λ) acts on NQ (resp. iVΛ) trivially. Now put
M0:=[M,g]n[A/,/f], then P c MoCH(x) for all JCG7V0. For all oceJ(kQ)λ and
2AkN
0yw
Let yeJ(kN0f2. Since M o = Π Mί? M=MoxL, where L= Π Af,.
ieπQnπR iφnQnπR
Then L centralizes M
o
 and A^
o
, and so (Σyaf = Σya for all .yeL. Let y = Σc
x
x,
aeMo aeMo xeNo
where c
x
ek. Then Σyα= Σ Σc
x
x
fl
 = Σc
x
 Σx
a
. Since P ^  CH{x) for all xe7V0,
aeMo aeMo xeNo xeNo aeMo Mo
(Σxa)y = Σxa, and so (Σya)y = Σya for all ye P. Thus ΣyΛGZ(A:G). Therefore
aeMo aeMo aeMo aeMo aeMo
M0γM0 = M0Σy"e M0(J(kNof2 n Z(kG)) for all γ e J(kNof\
aeMo
Then,
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^J(kH)λ+μJ(kN0)μ2 by Lemma 1.7.
Thus,
Therefore, by Lemma 1.7,
J{kH)λJ(kN)μJ(kHγ c Σμi+μ2=μJ(kN)μiJ(kH)λ + μJ(kN)μ\
Step 4. (Conclusion.) t(G)<a(p-\)+\.
Proof. Now J(kG) = J(kH) + J(kN)kH. So, we can easily show that
=z
Έ.λ+β+v=AkN)λJ{kHγj(kNγ9 using Step 3 and induction on «. Let
= β(p- l )+l . If μ > φ - l ) + l , then J(kN)λJ(kH)μJ(kN)v = O as //eJ^. If μ
< φ -1), then A + μ > φ -1) + 1 - c(p -1) = b(p -1) + 1. So, J(kN)λJ(kH)μJ(kN)v
^J(kN)λ+μkG = 0 as N<\G and TVGJ^.
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